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The Role of Exrerience

in Le-arning Science VocabularY

A major demand Of Science leanning is the ability to

read and learn from text (Hurd, 1981). It has been reported

that 90 percent of Science teachers rely primarily on

student textbooks +or bOth the cUrriculum and instruction of

science classe,.:: ih elementary and secondary schools (Yager,

1983), and that elementary and general science is learned

primarily by reading (Stake & Easley, 1978). An important

variable affecting students' ability to effectively read

thtite tdience texts is their knowledge of the vocabulary

the underlying concepts represented by those words.

3cience textbooks, as other content texts contain thir

oWn unique language. This language can be defined bY tWo

types of vocabulary (Vacca & Vacca, 1986). One tY0e,

special vocabulary, consists of WOrdt fbund in everyday

language but u ed in a specialized way within the field Of

Science. For example, fruit, energy and exchange are words

from everyday language which have specialized meaningt ih

SCiente. The second category of science vocabulary is itt

technical jargon. These are the words that -.3o0 unique to the

and
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subject, such as photosynthesiS, mitochondria and

ionization.

Science is a content field Which heavily depends upon

thr, use and underStandind of specialized and technical

vocabulary. An examination ot twelve commonly used science

texts in drades tone throuch six 4ound dri the average, over

1800 .echnital words in grade 3 to over 3,000 in drade 6

(Yager, 1983).

To investigate how well students understand these

words, Yager and Yager (1984) tested third, seventh and

eleventh draders knowledge eiciht science terMS

encountered at all three levels. Though the 7th and 11th

graders performed significantly better than the younger

students, no differences were found between the 7th and llth

graders. Since the investigators expected StudentS'

understanding of scientific vocabulary to increase durihg

the four yoars between these grades, their results lead theM

to the conclusion that vrcabulary instruction in science was'

not very effective

4
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The positive relationship between VocabUlarY knowledge

and reading comprehension has been repeatedly demonstrated

(Clark, 1972: Davis, 1968). HOWever, what has not been

evident is the nature of thia relationship,

To look at the effectS of this relationship in science,

an important question to ask i : If students are not

learninO science vocabulary as well as expected, how Mioht

that affett their Comprehension of science text? Anderton

and Freebody (1991) provide three hypotheses which attempt

to explain the relationship between vocabulary Arid reading

ciptpréhension. One, the aptitude hypothesis, States that

the correlation is due to a person's ability to think

qUickly, thereby easily acquiring new vocabularY. A sectirid

hypothesis, the instrumental hypothesis, tuggettt that

verbal aptitude alone is not sufficient tO learn new words.

Rather, in texts with many unfamiliar words, the meaningS of

those individual words must be tauciht. The knoWledge

hYpothesis, rooted in schema theory, provideS an alternatiOe

explanation. It suggests that vocabulary it the label for

the ideas they represent.

5

Since those ideas are
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hierarchically or anited and interrelated with other

concepts in one's cognitive structure, knowina a word

indicates that one actually knows many related words and

ideas. According to this h'fpothst. it is the reader-'s

expanded knolwedoe base that explains the relationship

between vocabulary and reading comprehension. A fourth

explanation; the "access" hypothesi is offered by Mezyntki

(1983). This hypothesis emphasizes the "autipMaticitY"

vocabulary knowledge in which the important factor it hoW

easily the newly acquired words Aro acceStible to the

reader.

The viability of any of these hypotheses mOtt be

ascertained so that effective vocabulary instruction may be

implemented; Studies investigating the effects

vocabulary training on reading comprehention have had mixed

results. Those stratooiot Which have resulted in improved

reading comprehension have required ttudeht interaction with

the words and the concepts they represent (Mezynski, 1983).

For example, Eeds and COckruM (1985) demonstrated that

Students who were required to relate new vocabulary +rom a

6
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novel they were reading through a proCetSS in Which they

made connections with existing knoWledge, gave an example,

nonexample, and definition, Outperfcirmed another group of

students who were to learn th same WOrdt through a

dictionary look-up exercise. Andert, Bot. and FiliO (124)

found similar re,=.ults using all interactive teaching method

with high school students identified a learning disabled

reading social studiet teXt.

The ttudiet cited above required students to interact

With the hew ideat on a cognitive level only. Another way

to proMipte aCtiOe participation and thereby increase the

likelihood of not onlY learning new vocabulary but also

uting that Vocabulary knowledge to comprehend text, is

through experiential or hands-on strategies.

model of cognitive development, which is

The Piagetian

often used tO

dettribe learning in science, insists that children will

learn Ohly if they discover rules about their environment on

their own, and that this will occur only through their

ACtive participation with the environment (Piaget, 1952);

Some science educators (Gega, 1986; Simpson 8.: Anderson,

7
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1981) have used this theory to suggest that the only way for

learning to occur in the elementary classroom, where most

Students are developmentally in the pre- or concrete

oeprational stage, is to provide actual "hands-on"

experiences +rom which students can develop appropriate

Concepts. Empirically; this notion has been supported. For

example, Barrow, Kristo and Andrew (1984) developed SCieriCe

vocabulary in young children through the USO Of a language

experience activity in which the Subjectt used the

vocabulary in their explanations o+ what theY saw and

manipulated;

Though theory and empirical eVidence support an

interactive model of teaching vocabulary to develop

conceptual vocabulary; typical voCabulary instruction

consists of looking up words in a dictionary or glossary

followed by using thoSe Wordt in sentencet (Thelen, 1986);

Based on the concern 6+ science teachers, typical

vocabulary lessons; learning theory; and empirical studies

invest gating vocabulary acqUititioh and reading

comprehension, the following retearch questions were asked:
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Would teaching conceptual vocabulary uSing hands-on

experiences and student-teacher interaction retUlt in

increased vocabulary knowledge when compared to the effects

of traditional dictionary work? WOUld sUch an activity

result in better comprehension of a related teXt?

METHOD

SubjectS

The sUbjects were 45 fourth-graders from a Chapter 1

tthobl in the Southwest. The ethnic backgrounds of the

Subjectt Were Anglo, Mexican-American, and Papago Indian.

Stanine scores achieved on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

(HieronYmd-s, Lindquist, & Hoover, 1979) Reading subtest were

Used to identify subjects as either low, average or high

Ability readers. These three groups were represented by 18,

18 And 9 subjects respectively. (Note: The low number of

high readers reflects the overall low reading achievement of

fourth-graders at the study site.) Each group of readers

was randomly assigned into one of three treatment groups

de-Scribed below.
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Treatmentt

The treatments were designed to teach Or xpose

subjects to twAlve vocabulary words (ee Table 1)

representing important concepts about the water cycle. The

words were chosen according

superordinate or

their relevance to the

main concept (Vacca Vacca, 1986)

presented in the text. The superordinate concept identified

bY the investioatorS WAt: Water on the earth and in the

atmosphere is recycled through the processes of evaporation,

condensation and precipitatiOn.

The students' science resource teacher carried out all

three treatmentt.

(Insert Table 1 about here)

Experiential

The experiential treatment was de.;igned to faci i ate

the learning of neW Science coRcepts by utilizing the

scientifit Methbd within the context of the knowledge

hypothesis at described previously in this paper.

10
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The teacher hAd the students participate in an

eXPeriment designed to demonstrate condensation and

evaporation. The steps in the experiment were: 1) fill

plastic cup with water and ice; place it outside, observe

changes; ) r some water onto the pavement and obserVe

changes.

The teacher directed the student.; to obserQe anY

changes. When they noticed the water forMint4 oh the outside

of their cups, the teacher would ask questions such as

"Where could the water on the outside of yoUr cup haVe come

from?" This led to a discussion of the póstibilitieS

(hypotheses), and a further experiment to deterMine if the

water on the cup came from the Water

this interchange, the teacher Would C.ay

the cup. During

such things as "Do

you know what thit it called?" and "We need a name for

this."

When the water poured on the pavement began

"disappear"; sh4 aSked questiont SUch aS "Where could the

water haQe gone?" and "How could that have happened?"
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Again, as the students learned the scientific concept, the

teacher provided the vocabulary word to name it.

When the vocabulary could not be demonstrated, as fdr

the words "rain," "dew" and "hail," +Or example, they were

introduced bx the teacher AS a logical outgroWth of the

ensuing discussion. For example, tri teach the ron-cept

"dew," the teacher referred to the Studentt' exPeriences of

walking to school through wet grass when there had not been

any rain. The students had had the experience, but had not

developed the concepts that the wetness originated from the

water vapor in the air which had condensed on the grass, and

the relatiOnShi0 -of temperature to this process

ThiS type of activity would promote integration of the

new ideas and vocabulary with existing knowledge, thus

providing and/or

structures.

expanding interrelated knowledge

12
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Traditional

The traditional treatment required StUdntS to find the

vocabulary words in the glossarY of the teXtbbok containing

the original passage, or, if not there' in a dictionary.

Students volunteered to read the definitions, which the

teacher then wrnte On the belard. Another would give a

sentence using the word. Sometimes all the students read

the definition together and sometimes the group repeated the

sentence.

ContrOl

The control group discussed an unrelated science topic

during the "pre-reading" time.

Materia s

Passage

The text from a 609-word passage about the water cycle

WaS printed from a fourth-grade science book (Chant, 1981).

The pictures in the book, photographs of such thihgs at

storm clouds and a waterfall, were not considered OtSential

13
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to understanding the main concept and were therefore not

included in the reproduced passage.

Dependent Measure

A 20-question mult p e choice te . was constructed bY

the investigators. There were twelve vocabularY and eight

conceptual qUettionS. All were written in a

fill-in-the-blank format, with three choices of answers.

A typical vocabulary question was:

Changing water vapor to liquid water is called

a. evaporation

b. boiling

c; condensation

An example of a conceptual question was:

You can expect to find dew when the air

a. is very dry

b. is very windy

c. is very moist

14
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Procedure

All subjec._ participated in Of the three

pre-readino conditiOnS, read the p.e.,.:ctue Silently, then

answered the muit I pio choice tett. They did not have access

tO the passage while answering the questions. The entire

procedure waS completed by all oroups within 70 minutes.

RESULTS

Three separate 2-way analyses of variance were

conducted to determine the effects of treatment :Ind reading

ability on total, vocabulary and conceptual scores. (See

Table 2 for groups means and standard deviations.)

(Insert Table 2 about here)

For the total score, significant effects were found +Or

both treatment, F (2,36) = 4;94, a<.05, and for readino

ability, F(2,36) = 18.54, R.01. There was no significant

interaction.

15
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Bonferroni multiple comparisons yielded the following

results Oh the total tett Score:

1) the experiential group performed significantly

better at EI .05 than either the traditional or control

groups, whith were not significantly different

2) the high readers performed significantly better at

k<.05 than either the average or low groups, which were not

significantly different.

Post hoc analyses of the vocabulary and conceptual

subtests indicated the same results for both: there weri. no

significant differences due to treatments or interactions7

high readers scored significantly better than either Average

or low readers, which were not sibnificantly different.

DISCUSSION

Effective vocabulary instruction resultt in Student

"ownership" (Pearson, 1985) of a word. The Word, then, is

neither an isolated entity nor A label for a memorized

definition, but part of one's cognitive structure. The

obvious question becomes! How does a teAcher structure

16
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vocabulary lessons that result in that ownership. TypiCal

vocabulary instruction consists of lOoking up wordt in

dictionary or glossar),, and is often followed bY uting each

word in sentence. Thorgh these activiti4s May reSUlt ih

successful learning of definitions, knowing the definitiont

alone does not result in improved reading comprehenSion

(Mezynski, 1983; Thelen, 1986).

Active participation bY stUdentS With neW vocabulary

has been recommended bY Many at the beSt way to learn

conceptual vocabUlarY (e.g., Carr & Wixson, 1986;

NelsonHei,b.Fir, 1986) and Suggetted by others as the onlY

means of learning (e.g., Piaget, 1952). Active

participation mJst include a learning environment which

SUpports the integration of what students already know with

the new ideas represented ty the vocabulary. The nature Of

the vocabulary in s'.:Ince froquently lends itself to active

partiCipatioh: actual involvement with the objects or

procestet And therefore handson experiences.

At derhonttrated in this study, handson experiences

with studentteacher interaction can facilitate overall

17
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understanding of a re ated sciehte teXt. The

student-teacher interaction WAS an integral part of the

treatment by directing students tO Make hypotheses based on

their previous experiences and knoWldge, and by creating

the need to use conceptual OotabularY. In this type of

learning situation, the rtile Of the tear;:her extends the

text-reader interactive model to, as Peters (1982) suggests,

A "text-reader-teacher interactive model" (p.148).

Since SUbjects in the experiential group were actively

inOblved ih both the development of the concepts through the

experiMents and xne use of vocabulary as labels for thOse

cOncepts0 higher scores were expected from thit grOUp for

all three test scores (total, vocabulary and tonteptual).

One possible explanaton for the obtained retUltt could

be the large number of vocabulary wordt targeted in the

short time period allotted to this study. TWOlve words in

one lesson was probably too great a number; A tetond reaSOh

for these results could be found in the relationthip Of the

vocabulary to the main concept of the leStOn. ThoUgh All

words were related to the superordinate concept of the teXt,

is
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some of these words were farther than others in a hierarchy

of vocabulary (Vacca Vacca, 15'86). FOr e;:amplel

evaporation, condensation and precipitation are more clotelY

related to the conce,t of the water cycle than are hail,

sleet and fog.

The teacher Whci carried dut the treatMents continued

thit Unit W th the subjects in this study and with the

remaining fourth graders at the study site. Her remarks

indidated that the students who had participated in the

experiential treatment had a head start over the rest of the

students in their understanding of the concepts and in their

abilit)' to use the vocabulary; Her observations suggest the

importance of long term investigations in this area;

The discrepancy between expected and obtained results

could also reflect the nature of the text. The text either

did not develop the concepts presented thoroughly, or failed

tO relate them to the overall theme of the water cycle.

Inttead, it presented isolated incidents of related ideas

tuth as how clouds are formed and how water can change into

a gas.
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The use of hands-on experiences with other topics in

Science, with other content fields with suitable vocabulary,

and with subjects at other grade levels needs to be

examined. Also, to determine how much of the treatMent

effect was due specifically to tha actiVity and hOW muth td

the student-teacher discussion, further study which

isolates these two variables seems warranted.

Researchers need to continue to provide empirical

evidenc6 of effective vocabulary instruction that promotes

the integration Of hew conceptual vocabulary with exisiting

knOWledge structUret. Teachers can then apply these

StrategieS in their classrooms to promote meaningful

learning of scientific vocabulary, and to thereby facilitate

reading comprehenSion of science text.
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TABLE 1

Taroeted Vocabulary Words

atmosphere evaporation

water vapor condensation

clou

hail

foci

eet

dew humiditY

frost precipitation

21
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TABLE 2

Means and Standard Deviations

TOTAL SCORE (20 possible points)

Experiential Traditional Control-

(n=15) (n=15) ( =15)

Mean Set. Mean S-,D-.- Mean L.D-

Low 9.17 2.48 7.67 1.86 8.17 0.75 8.33 (h=18)

Average 11;17 1.94 7.83 2.04 7.67 1.51 8.89 (n=18)

High 14,33 2.31 13.33 3.06 1_2.67 3.21 13;44 (n= 9)

11.00 8.87 e.37 9.58

VOCABULARY (12 possible points)

Low 5.50 1.22 5.33 0.82 4.83 0.75 5.22

Average 6.33 1.97 4.83 1.47 4.50 1.97 5.22

High 9.00 1.73 7.33 1.53 7.33 2.89 7.89

6.53 5.53 5.20 5.76

COMPREHENSION (8 possible points)

Low 3.67 1.63 2.33 1.37 3.33 1.51 3.11

Average 4.83 0.98 3.00 0.89 3.17 1.17 3.67

High 5.33 2.08 6.00 1.73 5.33 0.5f,' 5.56

4.47 3.33 3.67 3.82
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